Los Angeles Mission College
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
MINUTES
May 3, 2011

Members Present: Diana Bonilla, Mike Climo, Cindy Cooper, Louis Eguaras, Patricia Flood, Madelline Hernandez, Robbin Jeffries, Tigran Mkrtchyan, John Morales, Deborah Paulsen, Said Pazirande, Mike Reynolds, Nadia Swerdlow, Sandy Thomsen

Members Absent: Carolyn Daly, Kelly Enos

Guests: Vilma Bernal, Jason Bordbar, Cathy Brinkman, Myriam Levy, Janice Silver

Support: Susan Ghirardelli, Irma Montoya

Said called the meeting to order at 1:45pm

I. Approval of Minutes

- March 15, 2011 M/S/Approved Diana/Robbin
- April 5, 2011 M/S/Approved Sandy /Louis
- April 26, 2011 M/S/Approved Sandy/Cindy

II. Old Business

A. New Programs

- AA - History (M. Levy) M/S/Approved Mike R./Louis
  - CCC 501 – Application for Approval-New Credit Program
  - Proposed New Program Request (PNPR)
  - Questionnaire – History
    - Students with this degree would be able to enter a CSU as a junior.
    - This is a regular degree, not an SB 1440 degree. It can be modified (CCC-511) to align with the future SB 1440 transfer model for History.

- AA – Sociology (M. Levy) M/S/Approved Madelline/Diana
  - CCC 501 – Application for Approval-New Credit Program
  - Proposed New Program Request (PNPR)
  - Questionnaire – Sociology
    - (our) Region 7 agreed to create this degree as preferable to the TMC for Sociology. Although this degree is not a TMC, it does meet SB 1440 requirements.
    - Note: correct Math 227 units - should be 4 units, not 3.

III. New Business

A. Course updates

- Child Development 22 (J. Silver) M/S/Approved Cindy/Madelline
  - Approved with changes made in meeting:
    a. attach ESL 8 as prerequisite addendum
    b. Said to correct prerequisite section to read CD 4 or CD7
    c. Said to correct diversity section – does not meet diversity criteria

- Child Dev 22 Prerequisites (English 28/ESL 8, CD 1, CD 2, CD 4, CD 7, CD 11) M/S/Approved Madelline/Mike R.
  - Approved w/ changes from meeting: check boxes on forms, correct Eng 28 checked box

- Political Science 5 (M. Levy) M/S/Approved Madelline/Louis
  - Approved with changes from meeting

- Political Science 7 (M. Levy) M/S/Approved Madelline/Louis
  - Approved with changes from meeting

B. New Courses

- Marketing 22 (J. Bordbar) M/S/Approved Madelline/Cindy
  - Marketing 22 Advisory (English 28/ESL 8) M/S/Approved Madelline/Cindy
    - Approved w/ corrections:
      a. Need to attach ESL 8 addendum
b. Correct checked boxes on forms

- **PE 100**  
  (C. Cooper)  
  M/S/Approved  
  Mike C./Mike R.  
  ◀ Approved with corrections – revise SLO outcome #3 (replace “appreciate the beneficial”)

C. Archive  
(all Archives listed below) M/S/Approved  
Tigran/Mike R.

- Astronomy 485
- Child Dev 32, 35A, 35B, 35C, 41
- Cinema 7
- English 84
- FCS 485
- Math 103
- Microbiology 1, 185, 285, 385
- Physiology 185, 285, 385
- Spanish 9
- Faculty should remember that once a course is archived it is:  
  o deleted from the catalog  
  o removed from ASSIST  
  o removed from UC and CSU transfer lists  
  o removed from all advising forms (IGETC, CSU and AA plans)  
  If a course is reinstated, it may take a minimum of 1 to 2 years to have a course approved for transfer and for the course to be placed on the advising forms again.

D. Addition of District Courses
E. Program Changes
F. Tech Review
G. Distance Ed
H. Advanced Course Request
I. Course Change Request
J. Cross-Listing Request
K. Prerequisite Change
L. Certificate/Skill Certificate
M. Degree Options
N. Other Business

IV. Committee Reports
A. Curriculum Dean  
  (N. Swerdlow)
B. Curriculum Chair  
  (S. Pazirandeh)

C. IGETC/GE Breadth/Articulation  
  (M. Hernandez)
- The following are changes to IGETC for the 2011-2012 academic year:  
  o Area 1B – added English 103  
  o Area 3A - added Humanities 1  
  o Area 3B – Added Chicano Studies 42, Cinema 4, English 203, 205, 206, 240  
  o Area 4 – Added Admin. Justice 1, 4 and Chicano Studies 19, 20, 44  
  o Speech 101 re-reviewed and approved for Area 1C  
  o Humanities 1 re-reviewed and approved for Area 3B  
  o Humanities 2 re-reviewed and approved for Area 3B  
  o Political Science 1 and 2 re-reviewed and approved for Area 4

- The following are changes to CSU GE for the 2011-2012 academic year:  
  o Area A3 – added English 103  
  o Area C2 – added Cinema 4 and English 203, 205, 206  
  o Speech 101 re-reviewed and approved for Area A1  
  o Humanities 1 re-reviewed and approved for Area C1 and C2  
  o Humanities 2 re-reviewed and approved for Area C2  
  o Political Science 1 and 2 re-reviewed and approved for Area D8

V. Next Meeting
- May 17, 2011  
  Location: LRC 234, 1:30pm – 3:00pm
Meeting adjourned: 3:00pm
Transcribed by S. Ghirardelli